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Abstract

The objective of this work is the automatic detection and grouping of imaged

elements which repeat in a scene. We show that structures that repeat in the

world (for example wall paper patterns) are related by particular parametrized

transformations in perspective images. These image transformations provide

powerful grouping constraints, and can be used at the heart of hypothesize

and verify grouping algorithms.

Parametrized transformations are given for some classes of repeating op-

eration in the world as well as some groupers based on these. These groupers

are demonstrated on a number of real images, where both the elements and

the grouping are determined automatically. It is also shown that the repeat-

ing element can be learnt from the image, and hence provides an image

descriptor.

1 Introduction

The objective of this work is quite simple: suppose a structure is repeated in the world a

number of times by some operation (for example a translation); then identify this structure

and all its repetitions from a perspective image. The output is the imaged element, and a

grouping over the imaged repetitions.

There are many reasons why such an objective is helpful for computer vision tasks.

First, repetitions are common in the world — examples include parquet floor tilings,

windows, bricks, patterns on fabrics, wallpaper; Second, the groupings provide a com-

pact image descriptor — essentially a ‘high level’ feature — which may be used where

ever a process involves image matching. For example in image database retrieval, model

based recognition, and stereo correspondence; Third, the retrieved repeating operation

can provide shape and pose information, for example the vanishing line of a plane, in a

similar manner to that of shape-from-texture.

Image relationships as a basis for grouping have a healthy tradition in computer vis-

ion. The generic relationships, e.g. parallelism, identified by the Gestalt school have

influenced several authors [1, 3, 10, 12]. More specialized relationships have been iden-

tified for certain classes of curved surface [11, 16, 17] and used for grouping. Specific

relationships for repeated elements have been investigated recently by [7, 9, 14].

The repeating operation acts in the world, and we search for the repeated element in

the image. Thus image grouping always has two components:
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1. Grouping geometry: Given a repeating operation in the world, what geometric

relationships are induced in the image between the imaged repeated elements?

2. Grouping strategy: Given these image relations, how are they best harnessed to

facilitate grouping?

We explore grouping strategies for two classes of image relations:

1. Local affine transformations. This is described in section 2.

2. Global parametrized transformations arising from particular repeating operations in

the world. This is described in section 3.

Grouping as an objective should have an associated and well defined measure of suc-

cess — for example, that it enables a subsequent visual task. Here the measure of success

is the ratio of the number of grouped elements to the number that can be grouped.

2 Local affine transformations

The idea is that, locally, repeated elements are approximately related in the image by

affine transformations [7].

2.1 Overview of algorithm

This is essentially a hypothesize and verify algorithm. The main steps are summarized

here, and then expanded on in the following sections.

1. Getting started: identify interesting image regions and hypothesize a grouping.

The output is the elements together with the putative grouping.

2. Verification: a grouping is verified if the elements are mapped under local affine

transformations. The output is a locally connected graph whose vertices are the

elements and whose edges correspond to matched elements.

3. Enlarge the groupings: search for new elements by extrapolating on the estimated

affine transformation.

2.2 Getting started

Initially we do not know the elements or the grouping. This is the chicken and egg prob-

lem that often arises in computer vision: if we know the elements we can (relatively)

easily determine groupings; conversely, if we know the groupings we can (relatively) eas-

ily identify elements. We have two strategies for identifying elements: intensity based

and contour based.

Intensity based Interesting image points are identified by detecting Harris corners [6].

Each corner is used to hypothesize a potential element in the vicinity of the corner. Typ-

ically this image patch is chosen as a small square region centred at the corner. The nor-

malised cross-correlations between patches within a certain distance are computed and, if

above a threshold, a grouping is hypothesised. Figure 1 illustrates the process. The patch

is ✂☎✄✝✆✞✂☎✄ pixels, the cross-correlation threshold 0.8, and the search distance 100 pixels.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 1: Grouping on local affine transformations I: using corners and cross-correlation.

(a) Original image (b) Harris corners. (c) Intensity grouped regions. (d) Verified group-

ings. (e) New elements found by search.

Closed curves The idea here is to identify interesting regions by detecting closed Canny [2]

edge contours, and then determine if these regions are related by affine transformations

by computing their affine texture moment invariants [15]. Regions which are related by

an affine transformation have the same value for affine invariants. Thus clustering on the

invariants yields a putative grouping of regions. Six affine invariants are computed, so

each curve gives a point in a 6-dimensional space. The points are clustered in this 6D

space by the k-means clustering algorithm. The result is illustrated in figure 2.

2.3 Verification using local affine transformations

The input at this point is a collection of elements forming a putative grouping. The group-

ings are verified by attempting to register an element to each of its four closest neighbours.

Registration is by an iterative warping algorithm [7] which minimizes the squared sum of

differences (SSD) between the element and the neighbouring region. The criterion for

good registration is the threshold on normalised cross-correlation between the warped

element and its neighbour. Here the threshold is set at ✟✡✠ ☛☞✟ . The output of this stage is a

graph whose vertices are the elements of the putative grouping and whose edges denote

pairs of elements that register well.

2.4 Search for additional groupings

To search for missing elements, take an edge in the grouping graph. This represents an

affine transformation ✌ which registers the element ✍ at its starting point with the element✎
at the end point. We hypothesize the existence of another element at the location given

by applying ✌ to the element
✎

, and test this hypothesis by cross correlation as above.

Additional elements are found by this method in both of figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 2: Grouping on local affine transformations II: using closed curves and moment

invariants. The plot shows the distribution and clustering of the zeroth order moments of

shape (horizontal axis) and intensity (vertical axis). The cluster used as a hypothesised

grouping is the bottom left-most one.

3 Parametrized transformations

A particular repeating operation in the world induces a particular image transformation.

There are two significant advantages of this class of induced image transformation:

1. The entities fixed by the transformation are geometrically significant. For example

for repetitions on a plane the fixed line will correspond to the vanishing line of the

plane.

2. There is a simple parametrization, often expressible in terms of the fixed entities.

Here we will investigate in detail one repeating operation, namely translations on a plane,

for which the induced transformation is a conjugate translation. This will serve as an

exemplar for the other classes of transformations that are described in section 5.

In the case of an imaged planar translation the induced transformation has only four

degrees of freedom. This is two less than the canonical and ‘simple’ affine transformation

used by many authors in the past for this type of grouping [7], yet the induced trans-

formation exactly models perspective effects which are not accounted for by an affine

transformation.

3.1 Conjugate translation

The repeating operation which gives rise to a conjugate translation in the image is illus-

trated in figure 3. The conjugate translation may be parametrized as:

✏✒✑✔✓✖✕✘✗✡✙✛✚✢✜✤✣✦✥★✧✪✩✬✫✭✙ ✠ ✚✮✜✯✑ ✟ (1)
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Figure 3: A translation ✌ on a world plane gives rise to a conjugate translation
✏

in the

image.

where
✚✮✜

is a 3-vector representing the vanishing line of the plane,
✙

a 3-vector rep-

resenting the vanishing point of the translation direction, and
✗

a scalar representing the

magnitude of the translation. This transformation has four degrees of freedom: two for

the fixed line
✚✢✜

(which is represented by a unit vector), one for the fixed point
✙

(which

is represented by a unit vector orthogonal to
✚✮✜

), and one for
✗

. A few remarks on this

transformation: The transformation applies to two elements repeated by the translation

anywhere on the image plane. If there is a line of repetitions (as in figure 4) then the

zeroth element is mapped to the ✰ -th as
✏✞✑✱✓✲✕ ✰ ✗✡✙✛✚ ✜ ✣ . The transformation (1) can

be determined from two point or two line correspondences. Once the transformation is

determined, then so is
✚ ✜

.

The parametrization (1) can be derived in several ways. One is to start from the

homography induced by a plane between two cameras [4]

✏✒✑✴✳✶✵✸✷✺✹✻✕✽✼✿✾❀✣❂❁❄❃❆❅❇✳✡❈❊❉
where

✹
is the rotation and

✼
the translation between the cameras,

✳
and

✳ ✵
are the camera

internal parameters for the first and second view, and the plane has the equation
✾ ✠ ❋ ✑●❃

.

Repeating by a translation in the plane is equivalent to the images obtained from two

identical cameras translated in a direction parallel to the plane. This means that
✹✞✑✱✓

,✾ ✠ ✼✲✑ ✟ , ✳✒✑❍✳ ✵ . The parametrization is obtained by setting
✙✞✑✴✳❂✼

and
✚✮✜✯✑✴✳ ❈ ✣■✾

.

3.2 Grids

A variation on the conjugate translation is where there is a repetition in two directions so

that the world pattern is a grid of repeated elements. The image is then a conjugate grid.

This mapping can be thought of as being composed of two elements

✏❆❏✤✑❑✓✖✕✘✗✡✙✛✚✮✜▲✣▼✏❆◆✤✑❖✓★✕◗P❙❘❚✚✢✜✤✣
one for each direction

❘❂❯✬✙
, i.e. a total of six degrees of freedom. However, note that

✚✮❱
is common to both, so that once the transformation is determined in one direction only

two degrees of freedom remain for the transformation in the other direction. These two

degrees of freedom can be determined by one point correspondence.
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4 Grouping with parametrized transformations

Since only a small number of parameters are needed to describe the parametrized trans-

formations, only a small number of feature correspondences are required to estimate a

putative transformation. Additional feature correspondences then enable this putative

transformation to be verified. This facilitates a very efficient grouping algorithm, which

is summarized here and then illustrated by examples in figures 4, 5 and 6.

The algorithm is based on RANSAC [5] and can be applied to any type of paramet-

rized transformation. A robust estimation algorithm, like RANSAC, is required because

some of the putative elements and groupings may well be wrong, and it is necessary to

identify these ’outliers’ when estimating the transformation.

4.1 Grouping under conjugate translations

The algorithm may be used to group any feature type. For example, the features could be

the interest points and closed contours of section 2.2. Here we specialize the algorithm to

grouping the intersections of line segments under a conjugate translation.

1. Seed elements and groupings: Find intensity step edges in the image using an edge

detector. Fit straight line segments to resulting contours. Find pairs of intersecting

line segments. Generate putative (’seed’) correspondences using cross-correlation

of intensity neighbourhoods.

2. Ransom sampling from seed groupings: using the seed match determine the

transformation and then verify. The model (the conjugate translation transform-

ation) can be computed from either (a) two line correspondences, no two of which

are collinear or (b) two line correspondences, two lines of which are collinear, and

one point correspondence on the other two lines. We score this hypothesised model

by the number of correspondences consistent with it and keep those models with

the highest score.

3. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE): Estimate the four parameters of the

transformation from the best inlier sets that arose from the random sampling.

4. Guided search: using the estimated parameters, search for new elements consistent

with the model and reestimate the parameters.

See figures 4 and 5 for illustrations.

4.2 Grouping projective grids

A grid grouper can be implemented with much the same approach as that of a conjugate

translation grouper, i.e. hypothesize and verify on the parametrized transformation. An

alternative is to partition the problem into two components, and first identify the 1D re-

petitions of a grid (the lines) and then group these. In outline the latter approach is the

following :

The elements are first organised along straight lines, accomplished by a simple robust

estimation (RANSAC) of collinear points in a point set. Usually 10 lines are sufficient.

On each line found we seek points that are arranged in a regular one-dimensional grid.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Conjugate translation grouping of line pair intersections. (a) Original image. (b)

Seed correspondences based on cross-correlation. (c) Correspondences consistent with a

seed (shown in white). (d) Result of guided search and the vanishing line of the plane

(shown in black) computed from the MLE.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Conjugate translation grouping of line pair intersections. (a) Original image.

(b) One grouping after guided search. (c) Another grouping after guided search.

Again, this is accomplished by RANSAC (three points determine the model). The res-

ulting one-dimensional grids can then be clustered according to their vanishing points

to yield groupings of one-dimensional grids with the same vanishing point. Lastly, the

full two-dimensional grid can be extracted by finding two consistent groupings of one-

dimensional grids.

The final parts of the algorithm are then identical to conjugate translation grouping,

namely ML estimation and guided search for new elements. An example is shown in

figure 6.

Harvesting more elements Once a good estimate of transformation parameters is avail-

able, this can be used to guide the search for missing elements in the grid.

For each point missing from the grid, the closest (in the image) grid point is identified.

An element is verified at the missing point if there is a cross-correlation above threshold

with the mapped intensity regions from the closest point. Note, this procedure identifies

elements which have been missed in the initial feature detection. There may well not be

any features present, but because the transformation and intensity are tightly estimated
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Initial grouping found and verified Organization of 2D projective grid

New elements from guided search Synthesis from element and grouping

Figure 6: Finding a 2D grid, searching for new elements and estimating the tile. The

second image shows the lines extracted from the point set given by the elements in the

first image.

false positives are not generated.

Image descriptor Having learnt the element and grouping from the image we can now

estimate the frontoparallel intensity on the tile. A simple averaging of the frontoparallel

views obtained from the grid structure produced the results shown in the figure. This

demonstrates that the element plus grouping does provide a succinct description for part

of the image.

5 Conclusions and Extensions

We have shown that parametrized transformations arise from repeating operations in the

scene, and explored grouping strategies for several classes of transformation including

local affine, conjugate translation, and conjugate grid. These image transformations

provide very strong grouping and search cues and enable very successful grouping —

the grid grouper harvested all the non-occluded elements, and also computed a compact

description of a substantial part of the image. Table 1 shows these and several other im-

portant parametrized transformations arising from various commonly occurring repeating

operations in the scene. Similar grouping strategies can be applied to these other cases

and this is current work.

There are a number of interesting research problems remaining:
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Transformation Example image Schematic
Conjugate

Translation

✓✖✕✽✙✛✚ ✜ ✣
, where

✚ ✜ ✠ ✙✞✑ ✟ .
4 degrees of freedom

n

Family of Planar

Homologies

✷✢❲❳✕❩❨❭❬✛❅❪✓★✕✽✙✛✚✮✜ ✣
, for

❨❴❫❛❵
❜

degrees of freedom

T

T

n

n

n

Conjugate Rotation

✏❆❝▲✑❖✓
for an✰ -fold symmetry

Table 1: A menagerie of transformations.

1. There are many other classes of exact repeating operation (e.g. a similarity trans-

formation on a plane) and the induced image transformations from these are yet to

be derived.

2. The parametrized transformations model exact repeating operations and elements.

However, in many natural scenes there is statistical variation about an exact repe-

tition (for example leaves on a tree). Statistical variation can be incorporated at

two points: first, the repeated element can be drawn from a distribution on geo-

metry and/or intensity; second, the repeating transformation can be drawn from a

distribution.

3. Often groupings can be organised into meta-groupings. For example the win-

dows in figure 2 may be organized as four meta-groupings, each consisting of nine

grouped elements. Finding such meta-groupings is an AI type problem.

4. At present no a priori information is included. For example, there are often sensible

limits on the parameters of the conjugate translation. One means for incorporating

this information is to sample the parameters from suitable prior distributions.
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